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 REVISION 01 2003 (REV 01 2003). The app worked exactly as expected. The following November saw the release of version
2.3. This was a largely cosmetic update, but did include the ability to provide translations in Italian. The new version was

supported by Apple’s App Store from April, 2014. The latest version is 3.1.3, which was released in February, 2018. In 2005,
AMO announced that the app was being reviewed and planned for inclusion in Mac OS X. In 2008, it was announced that the

app would be included in Mac OS X 10.6.8 as Mac OS X Lion. It was announced in October, 2008 that the app would be
included in Mac OS X 10.7. In 2009, it was announced that AMO would be included in Mac OS X 10.7.5. It was subsequently

updated to include more languages in addition to English. Reviews The app was given 4.5 out of 5 by Macworld, giving it a
rating of "fantastic" and summarizing the app as follows: "The app doesn’t just make book correction easy, but also offers a
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wealth of other important tools." The app was given 5 out of 5 by Lifehacker.com, saying the following: "Editing your books
while on the go or in the shower is just as easy and pretty impressive with the latest version of Vado a Scuola." Vado A Scuola

3.1.3 The latest version is 3.1.3, which was released in February, 2018. The main new features are: Support for Languages:
Vado A Scuola has been translated into many languages now, and the number of languages supported has been expanded. These

translations are not currently included, but are available as a free download. Improvements to new user experience: Making
Vado A Scuola easier to use for new users, there are many improvements to the new user interface. These include: Updated

search field Improved auto-renewal option Minor changes to default translations Bug Fixes: There have been a number of minor
bug fixes included in this version. These include: Fixed rare bug where the keyboard would sometimes stop responding to user

input Fixed a small issue where the app wouldn’t always remember your desired selection Fixed a bug where the Language
preview would not work properly on non 82157476af
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